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Abstract The PYRIN domain (PYD) is a protein–protein
interaction domain, which belongs to the death domain fold
(DDF) superfamily. It is best known for its signaling
function in innate immune responses and particularly in the
assembly of inflammasomes, which are large protein
complexes that allow the induced proximity-mediated
activation of caspase-1 and subsequently the release of proinflammatory cytokines. The molecular mechanism of inflammasome assembly was only recently elucidated and
specifically requires PYD oligomerization. Here we discuss
the recent advances in our understanding of PYD signaling
and its regulation by PYD-only proteins.
Keywords PYRIN domain (PYD) ! Inflammasome !
Inflammation ! Nod-like receptor (NLR) ! AIM2-like
receptor (ALR) ! PYRIN domain-only protein (POP)
Introduction
The PYRIN domain (PYD) and other death domain fold
(DDF) domains are crucial for assembling oligomeric
multi-protein signaling platforms in response to pathogens
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or danger signals, which facilitate activation of caspases,
proteolysis of their substrates and subsequently a biological
response. Caspases are a family of cysteine-dependent
aspartate-directed endoproteases that not only play an
important role in immune responses but also in the maintenance of homeostasis, by controlling apoptotic, necrotic
and pyroptotic cell death as well as pro-inflammatory
cytokine processing and release [1, 2]. They are produced
as inactive zymogens (pro-caspases) and each family
member recognizes a unique and specific sequence.
Caspases can be separated into apoptotic and inflammatory
caspases including human caspases-2, -3, -6, -7, -8, -9, -10
or caspases-1, -4, -5, 12 respectively. The apoptotic subgroup can further be divided into initiator and executioner
caspases. While initiator caspases are activated by dimerization, executioner caspases are activated by cleavage
from initiator caspases. Inflammatory caspases are activated similar as initiator caspases and require oligomerization, which is facilitated by caspase recruitment to
oligomeric activation platforms that allow caspase activation through an induced proximity mechanism [3–6]. Protein–protein interaction domains of the DDF superfamily
are encoded in proteins involved in innate immunity,
inflammation and apoptosis and usually mediate homotypic
interactions within their respective four subfamilies: the
PYD, the caspase recruitment domain (CARD), the death
effector domain (DED) and the death domain (DD) [7–9].
All initiator caspases contain either a CARD or a DED,
which allow them to be recruited into high molecular
weight signaling platforms responsible for caspase activation. Caspase-8 and -10 are activated within the DISC
complex downstream of TNF family death receptors
(DRs), caspase-2 is activated within the PIDDosome and
caspase-1 is activated within the inflammasome downstream of pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) belonging
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to the Nod-like receptor (NLR) or AIM2-like receptor
(ALR) family. In general, upon activation of receptors
containing a DDF, adaptor proteins, which usually encode
2 different DDFs, are recruited. While one of their DDF
binds through homotypic interactions to the receptor, the
other one will interact homotypically with the CARD or
DED of pro-caspases. However, some complexes don’t
need an adaptor since the DDF of the activated receptor
can directly recruit caspases. Specifically, upon binding of
cytochrome c to APAF1, its CARD domain interacts with
the CARD of pro-caspase-9, which gets activated in the
apoptosome [10, 11]. Further, the DD and DED containing
adaptor protein FADD is recruited to activated DRs
through homotypic DD interactions and binds homotypically to the DED-containing caspase-8 and -10, where
they are activated within the DISC complex. Also, the
DD and CARD-containing adaptor RAIDD is linked to
the genotoxic stress sensor PIDD through homotypic DD
interactions and binds homotypically to the CARD-containing pro-caspase-2, which is activated within the
PIDDosome [12, 13]. Finally, the inflammasome is
assembled via the PYD and CARD-containing adaptor
protein ASC, which links the CARD-containing pro-caspase-1 to upstream PYD-containing infection and tissue
stress sensing NLRs and ALRs [14]. Besides caspase
activation, complexes assembled by DDF interactions are
also involved in the transcriptional regulation of inflammatory and apoptotic genes, through interferon regulatory
factors (IRFs), NF-jB and MAPK signaling pathways.
Intriguingly, the CARD of pro-caspase-4, -5, and -11 has
been postulated as a microbial pattern recognition domain
by directly binding lipopolysaccharide (LPS) from gramnegative bacteria [15], thus expanding the DDF function
from merely mediating homotypic protein interactions to
also directly sensing the signal inducing DDF complex
formation—in this case activation of inflammatory caspases as part of the LPS-sensing non-canonical inflammasome [16, 17].
A common structural feature of DDFs is their organization into a six a-helical bundle, but variations in length
and direction of helices exist. Furthermore, sequence similarities are limited among DDFs, even within the same
subfamily, and specificity of protein interaction is largely
mediated by surface features—primarily by charged and
hydrophobic pockets [7]. Furthermore, several examples of
posttranslational modifications of DDFs have been reported, including disulfide bonds, phosphorylation ubiquitin
binding and ubiquitination [18–26].
The PYD was the fourth member to be included in the
DDF superfamily of protein–protein interaction domains
[8, 27–31]. Although, it has been linked to apoptosis, NFjB and type I interferon signaling, it is best known for its
essential role in inflammasome assembly.
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The inflammasome
The innate immune system is the first line of defense
against infection and tissue damage. This system depends
on the specific production and release of soluble mediators,
including cytokines, chemokines and interferons to activate
and recruit immune cells. Germline-encoded PRRs, which
sense extracellular and intracellular pathogen-associated
molecular patterns (PAMPs) and self-derived damageassociated molecular patterns (DAMPs) or danger signals,
are key components of immune responses culminating in
pathogen clearance and wound healing. A core system for
monitoring the cytosol is the inflammasome, which is a
macromolecular protein complex promoting the proteolytic
maturation and release of the key pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin (IL)-1b and IL-18 and the induction of
pyroptotic cell death [14]. This process depends on the
activation of pro-caspase-1, which together with human
caspases-4, -5 and -12 and mouse caspases-11 and -12
represent the inflammatory caspases [32]. While the
mechanism leading to activation of caspases-4, -5 (or -11)
and -12 are less well understood, mouse caspase-11 is
activated in response to cytosolic delivery of LPS or Gramnegative bacteria that escape the phagosome through the
non-canonical inflammasome pathway [17, 33–35]. A
similar mechanism is utilized by human caspases-4 and -5
[14, 36, 37]. Any upstream macromolecular protein complex involved in their activation is elusive, but pro-caspase4, -5, and -11 directly bind LPS through their CARDs,
which promotes oligomerization and activation, thus no
adaptors and upstream sensors may be necessary [15].
However, activation of caspase-1 occurs through induced
proximity-mediated dimerization by the macromolecular
inflammasomes [14]. Within inflammasomes, sensory
PRRs, in particular members of the cytosolic ALR and
NLR families, bridge to the activation of pro-caspase-1 via
the adaptor protein ASC, whereby the PRRs recruit ASC
through PYD–PYD interaction and ASC then links to procaspase-1 through CARD–CARD interaction. Thus, the
PYD has a central role in assembly of this ternary complex.

The PYRIN domain
The PYD was originally discovered in the protein Pyrin
(Marenostrin, MEFV) [38, 39] and was initially referred to
as DAPIN, PAAD and has been shown by structure predictions and homology modeling to acquire the 6 antiparallel a-helical arrangement packed into a Greek key
topology characteristic for the DDF [8, 27, 29, 30]. The
PYD is an approximately 90 amino acid residue motif and
contrary to other DDFs, it is exclusively present at the
amino terminal end of proteins. It is encoded in 23 human
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Fig. 1 Domain architecture of
human and mouse PYDcontaining a NLRPs, b ALRs,
and c regulatory proteins. The
number of the amino acid
residues of the longest isoform
is indicated
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genes and at least 31 mouse genes (Fig. 1). The encoded
proteins largely function as inflammasome-activating
PRRs, adaptor proteins or negative regulators (Table 1).
PYDs are formed around a highly conserved hydrophobic
core, which stabilizes the overall structure to which residues from a1, a2, a4, a5 and a6 as well as the a1–2 linker
contribute (Fig. 2). The surface displays a highly bipolar
electrostatic surface patch distribution, which provides the
basis for specific PYD–PYD interactions and consequently,
protein–protein interaction. Thus, PYD–PYD interactions
are primarily mediated by charged and hydrophobic residues. All PYDs from NLRs, ASC, Pyrin and POP1 contain
conserved charged surface patches with two acidic patches
formed by residues in the a2 and a3 helices and basic
patches formed by residues in the a1 and a4 helices. This is
evident from the available NMR and crystal structures for
the PYDs of NLRP1, NLRP3, NLRP4, NLRP7, NLRP10,
NLRP12, NLRP14, AIM2, and POP1 (Fig. 3) [18, 40–48].
However, a key observation is that PYDs display a shorter

a3 helix than DDs, DEDs and CARDs [9]. Consequently,
the a2–a3 loop region in the PYD is extended compared to
other DDFs, but the sequence and length of this loop is
highly variable among PYDs, likely enabling distinct
binding specificities (Fig. 4). In some cases, such as
NLRP1, the region corresponding to the a3 helix even
presents as an unstructured flexible loop [41]. The a3 helix
is the most diverse region among PYD structures and is
considered to play a crucial role in the specificity of PYD–
PYD interactions. Below, we summarize some of the features of individual PYD, for which the NMR or crystal
structure has been determined.
ASC-PYD
The ASC-PYD conforms to the common PYD electrostatic
surface patch distribution with side chains of residues in
and adjacent to the a2 and a3 helices providing the positively charged surface and side chains of residues in and

Table 1 Human PYD proteins are listed and their function is indicated in relation to the activation of inflammasomes, NF-jB or interferon
Gene Name

Alias

Inflammasome

NF-kB

IFN

NLRP1

NAC; CARD7; CIDED; NALP1; SLEV1; DEFCAP;
PP1044; VAMAS1; CLR17.1; DEFCAP-L/S

Activate

No

Inhibit

NLRP2

NBS1; PAN1; NALP2; PYPAF2; CLR19.9

Activate

Inhibit

NLRP3

FCU; MWS; FCAS; Cias1; Mmig1; NALP3; Pypaf1; AII/AVP; AGTAVPRL

Activate

NLRP4

CT58; PAN2; RNH2; NALP4; PYPAF4; CLR19.5

Inhibit

Inhibit

NLRP5

MATER; Op1; NALP5; PAN11; PYPAF8; CLR19.8

No

No

NLRP6

AVR; NAVR; PAN3; NALP6; PYPAF5; CLR11.4; NAVR/AVR

Activate

Inhibit

Activate

NLRP7
NLRP8

HYDM; PAN7; NALP7; NOD12; PYPAF3; CLR19.4
PAN4; NALP8; NOD16; CLR19.2

Activate

No

No

NLRP9

NOD6; NALP9; PAN12; CLR19.1

No

NLRP10

NOD8; PAN5; PYNOD; NALP10; CLR11.1

Inhibit

NLRP11

NOD17; PAN10; NALP11; PYPAF6; CLR19.6

NLRP12

RNO; PAN6; RNO2; FCAS2; NALP12; PYPAF7; CLR19.3

Inhibit

Activate

NLRP13

NOD14; PAN13; NALP13; CLR19.7

Inhibit

No

NLRP14

NOD5; PAN8; GC-LRR; NALP14; CLR11.2

Activate

Activate

No

Activate

ALRs
AIM2

PYHIN4

Yes

Activate

Inhibit

IFI16

PYHIN2; IFNGIP1

Yes

Activate

Activate

MNDA

PYHIN3

No

Activate

IFIX

PYHIN1

No

Activate

Marenostrin, MEFV

Activate/Inhibit

Other
Pyrin
Adaptors
ASC

PYCARD, ASC, CARD5, TMS1

Regulators
POP1

PYDC1, ASC2, ASCI, PYC1

Activate

Inhibit

POP2

PYDC2

Inhibit

Inhibit

POP3

PYDC3

Inhibit

No

POP4

NLRP2P

No

Inhibit
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Fig. 2 The residues in the ASC-PYD comprising the hydrophobic
core, which are necessary for the overall PYD fold, are indicated. A
similar hydrophobic core is present in all PYDs

adjacent to the a1 and a4 helices providing the negatively
charged surface area [42]. Since ASC functions as the inflammasome adaptor, the most likely scenario is that the
acidic surface patch of the ASC-PYD packs against the
basic surface patch of the PYD in NLRs and ALRs and
vice versa, following a type I interaction mode.
NLRP1-PYD
The most striking difference of the NLRP1-PYD compared
to other PYDs and even other DDFs is the lack of a
structured a3 helix, which instead contains a flexible and
unstructured loop [41]. Lys26 within the a2 helix is highly
conserved in PYDs and it has been proposed to stabilize the
conformation of the a3 helix and the connecting loop
through its side chains and therefore to contribute indirectly to PYD–PYD interactions [49]. Interestingly,
NLRP1 and NLRP6 show non-conserved residues at this
position, which may potentially contribute to the nonstructured a3 helix in NLRP1. The NLRP6-PYD structure
is not yet available to confirm this hypothesis. One scenario
could be that this unstructured region might adopt an a
helical conformation upon complex formation or alternatively, through an intra-protein interaction [41]. NLRP1
interacts with ASC through PYD–PYD association to
assemble an inflammasome [14]. As discussed above, the
a3 helix is predicted to be necessary for binding to the
acidic surface of ASC and an inducible-structured a3 helix
could provide a regulatory step for this interaction. Alternatively, the acidic surface of the NLRP1-PYD provided
by the a1 and a4 helices may interface with the basic patch
formed by the a2 and a3 helices in the ASC-PYD. However, several reports also showed that ASC is not necessary
for the NLRP1 inflammasome in human and mice, in
particular since mouse NLRP1s lack the PYD, but may
enhance its activity, and therefore the relevance of such an
interaction is not clear [50–52].
NLRP3-PYD
The crystal structure of the NLRP3-PYD revealed an
overall similar structure as observed for other PYDs,
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including the hydrophobic core, but also a second hydrophobic surface exposed patch formed by residues in the
a3–a4 loop and the a4 helix, which has been proposed to
be conserved among ASC-PYD-interacting PYDs [18].
This second hydrophobic patch is required for formation
and stabilization of the a3 helix, which anchors it to the a2
helix and is also found in the PYD of NLRP7 [44]. However, the orientation of the a2 helix and the a2–a3 loop
displays an opposite orientation compared to the NLRP1PYD and the NLRP7-PYD. The charged regions are
located on the entire peripheral surface of the NLRP3-PYD
and may allow interaction with several ASC-PYD molecules, similar to the PIDDosome and DISC [18]. The
propensity of PYDs to dimerize has been well established
using biochemical approaches, although most structural
studies revealed a predominantly monomeric PYD structure. However, the crystal structure of the NLRP3-PYD
revealed a symmetric dimer, whereby residues in the a2
and a3 helices interacted with the same residues on the
other molecule by electrostatic association [18]. The biological relevance of dimerization, in particular considering
the observation that the majority existed as a monomer, has
not been experimentally established, but may contribute to
inflammasome assembly. Another unique aspect of the
NLRP3-PYD is the presence of disulfide bonds formed
between the conserved Cys8 and Cys108, located in the a1
helix and the linker connecting the PYD to the NACHT
domain. As NLRP3 inflammasome activation has been
linked to reactive oxygen species (ROS) and redox signaling [53, 54], an intriguing possibility therefore is that
the disulfide bond formation may have a role in linking
redox signaling to conformational changes in the NLRP3PYD and inflammasome assembly.
NLRP4-PYD
In contrast to the function of PYD structures determined
for other PYD-containing proteins, NLRP4 does not contribute to inflammasome signaling, but has been reported as
a negative regulator for autophagy, NF-jB signaling and
production of type I interferons [55–57]. Accordingly, it
did not interact with ASC [45]. As reported for the NLRP3PYD, also the NLRP4-PYD forms a homodimer, as
determined by crystallography, while it remains a monomer by NMR analysis [45]. Residues within the a1, a4, a5
and a6 helices form electrostatic and hydrophobic interactions with residues in the a5, a4, a1 and a6 helices,
respectively. Several features are unique in the NLRP4PYD. It possesses the shortest a1 helix, but the longest a2
and a6 helices. Also, the a3 helix is stabilized by eight
hydrophobic residues - more than in any other known PYD
[45]. Surprisingly, the electrostatic surface potential of
the NLRP4-PYD is most similar to that of POP1 and
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Fig. 3 PYDs with known NMR or crystal structure are shown as
ribbon diagram and Electrostatic surface representation. The left
panel of each PYD (including ribbon and surface) are shown in the
same orientation. The right panels of the each PYD is rotated by 180"
along the vertical axis. a helices in the Ribbon diagram are shaded in
orange (a1), green (a2), yellow (a3), purple (a4), cyan (a5), and
magenta (a6). The electrostatic charge surfaces are displayed on a
scale of -4 kT/e (red) to 4 kT/e (blue). Notable are the lack of a3 in

the NLRP1-PYD, the strongly negatively charged surface in NLRP7,
the fused a5–a6 helix in the NLRP14-PYD and the extended a6 helix
in the AIM2-PYD. NLRP1-PYD (PDB: 1PN5) [41], NLRP3-PYD
(PDB: 3QF2) [18], NLRP4-PYD (PDB: 4EWI) [45], NLRP7-PYD
(PDB: 2KM6) [44], NLRP10-PYD (PDB: 2M5 V), NLRP12-PYD
(PDB: 2L6A) [46], NLRP14-PYD (PDB: 4N1 J) [48], AIM2-PYD
(PDB: 3VD8) [49], ASC-PYD (PDB: 1UCP) [42], POP1-PYD (PDB:
2HM2) [43, 97, 98]

ASC-PYD, showing a strong electrostatic dipole with
extensive positively charged a2 and a3 helices and a weaker
negatively charged a1 and a4 helical region. However, in
spite of the similar arrangement of charged residues, the
NLRP4-PYD did not interact with the ASC-PYD, further
emphasizing that a complementary charged surface is not
sufficient to promote PYD–PYD interactions [45]. While it
is feasible that in vivo conditions may be more conducive
for such an interaction, there is currently no supporting
functional evidence available and this study was performed
with a solubility enhancing tagged ASC-PYD. In addition,
the NLRP4-PYD displays a second positively charged surface patch from residues of the a5 and a6 helices, which do
not participate in the common type I binding mode, but have
been reported for homotypic type II binding modes occurring in large protein platforms, such as the PIDDosome and
the inflammasome [8, 9, 13, 58].

NLRP7-PYD
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The NLRP7-PYD is similar to other PYDs, except NLRP1PYD. In addition to the hydrophobic core a second
hydrophobic surface patch is exposed, stabilizing the a2–
a3 loop and the a3 helix. In the NLRP7-PYD this cluster is
formed by six residues compared to the four and three
residues in the ASC-PYD and POP1-PYD [18, 44]. However, also six residues form the second hydrophobic patch
in the NLRP3-PYD and even eight are present in the
NLRP4-PYD [18, 45]. Also, in the NLRP7-PYD, this
feature is important for stabilizing the a3 helix and
reducing flexibility in this region [44]. Contrary to above
described PYDs, the NLRP7-PYD differs in the electrostatic surface, in spite of being most similar to POP1. The
NLRP7-PYD lacks some of the positively charged surface
in the a2 and a3 helices, which are replaced with
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Fig. 4 CLUSTAL-W alignment of a human and b mouse PYDs,
showing acidic residues (red), basic residues (blue) and hydrophobic
residues (grey). a-helices determined by NMR or crystal structure are

boxed in black and the Hin-200 specific motifs are boxed in yellow
and marked by a yellow line on top, as identified earlier [49]

hydrophobic residues. The negatively charged patches
formed by the a1 and a4 helices are retained, as well as the
surface exposed hydrophobic patches formed by the a2–a3
loop and the a4 helix. These residues are conserved among
proteins interacting with the ASC-PYD, for example the
NLRP3-PYD [18]. Due to reduced positive charge in the
a2 and a3 helices, it has been suggested that the NLRP7PYD may not interact with the ASC-PYD and this study
failed to observe binding in vitro between both PYDs [44].
However, an interaction in vivo between NLRP7 and ASC
and the formation of an NLRP7 inflammasome has been
shown in macrophages [59], indicating that an ASC-PYD/
NLRP7-PYD interaction indeed occurs. Although, a distinct binding mode may be utilized compared to the
binding of ASC/POP1- and ASC/NLRP3-PYDs, where
negatively charged and hydrophobic residues are sufficient
for this interaction. However, the in vitro conditions may
not correctly reflect the conditions necessary for interaction, such as salt and in particular pH, as usually acidic pH
solutions are required to purify soluble recombinant PYDs,
due to their tendency to oligomerize and become insoluble.
The crystal structure of the NLRP4-PYD for instance,

revealed that PYD–PYD interaction is not solely dependent
on complementary charged surfaces alone [45]. Since the
negative charged a1 and a4 helices are conserved in the
NLRP7-PYD, this area may interact with the positive face
of the ASC-PYD.
NLRP12-PYD
NLRP12 has been linked to inflammasome activation in
response to Yersinia pestis infection [60]. However, there are
no biochemical data available to indicate if PYD-mediated
interactions with ASC are important for this function. Also,
NLRP12 has been established as a negative regulator for proinflammatory cytokine production through inhibiting the
non-canonical NF-jB activation [61–65]. The NLRP12PYD is shorter compared to other PYDs and features an only
3 residue short 310 helix instead of an a3 helix. Also, the a2–
a3 loop has a 2 residue deletion. Consequently, the a2–a3
loop in the NLRP12-PYD is slightly more flexible than in the
NLRP7-PYD but more rigid than in the NLRP1-PYD, which
lacks the a3 helix completely. In addition, instead of 6
hydrophobic residues stabilizing the a3 helix and the a2–a3
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loop within the NLRP7-PYD, there are only three hydrophobic residues within the NLRP12-PYD [46]. The closest
structural similarity is found with the POP1- and ASC-PYDs,
which also show complementary basic and acidic patches in
the a2/3 and a1/4 helices, and also display an exposed
hydrophobic patch in the a3 helix. NMR spectroscopy did
not observe any binding to the ASC-PYD [46], but an earlier
study discovered binding of NLRP12 with the NF-jB,
apoptosis and ubiquitination regulator FAF1 [66]. FAF1
contains a DD interacting domain (FID) forming a patch of
three a helices, which interacts with residues within the a2
and a3 helices of the NLRP12-PYD [46]. Other nonhomotypic PYD interactions have been determined by biochemical assays, including the ASC-PYD and ASC-CARD,
ASC-PYD and Bax, ASC-PYD and caspase-8-DED,
NLRP3-PYD and GBP5 [67–70]. However, this is the first
non-homotypic PYD interaction supported by structural
data, which may explain the NF-jB-inhibitory activity of
NLRP12.
NLRP14-PYD
NLRP14 has not been linked to inflammasome activation
and does not interact with ASC and its function is elusive.
However, its crystal structure revealed a unique dimerization mechanism, which has not yet been observed for other
PYDs. The NLRP14-PYD organization results from an
asymmetric tetrameric arrangement of symmetric dimers
[48]. Dimerization is a consequence of a fusion of a-helices
5 and 6, which are organized as an extended stem helix,
which provides the dimerization interface of this novel
interaction mode, referred to as open PYD conformation
[48]. This open PYD conformation is stabilized by a
hydrophobic motif within the stem helix, which also stabilizes the classical 6 a-helical closed PYD conformation,
and has been referred to as hydrophobic core switching
element [48]. Responsible for either conformation is a
charge bridge forming a conformational regulation element
(CRE) within a-helices 2 and 6 [48]. The presence of a
positive charge bridging two opposing negative charges
(intact charge bridge) has been predicted to promote the
closed PYD conformation, while lack of a charge, as found
in NLRP7, 10 and 14 promotes an open PYD conformation, although this has been experimentally validated only
for the NLRP14-PYD [48]. Such a symmetric dimer would
extend the acidic charged surface patch, compared to a
monomer and may provide a novel interaction surface for
PYD or other domains [48].
AIM2-PYD
PYHIN (ALR)-PYDs share many of the conserved PYD key
residues, including primarily hydrophobic core residues, but
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contain a shorter a2–a3 loop and display unique motifs
within the amino and carboxyl termini [49] (Fig. 4). The
crystal structure of the AIM2-PYD revealed that specific
residues within the a2 helix contribute to the distinct surface
charge and hydrophobicity of the PYD [49]. Furthermore, it
has the longest a6 helix of all PYDs. Together these features
may contribute to AIM2 specific functions. Most of the
charged AIM2-PYD residues are surface exposed, but show
a unique distribution. Acidic residues are dominant in a1–a2
helices and basic residues are present in a5–a6 helices [49].
Adjacent to the acidic a2 are surface exposed hydrophobic
and non-charged residues (Phe27 and Phe28), some of which
are unique to AIM2 proteins and conserved among AIM2
proteins from different species [49]. Intriguingly, a similar
hydrophobic patch is necessary for the DED-mediated
binding of FADD and pro-caspase-8 [71, 72]. Docking
studies proposed that the acidic residues of the a2 helix and
the adjacent hydrophobic residues of the AIM2-PYD are
interacting with the ASC-PYD, which was confirmed by
mutagenesis of the acidic and hydrophobic residues, which
are both required for binding of the ASC and AIM2 PYDs
in vitro [49]. Other interaction modes could occur between
the acidic a1 helix of AIM2-PYD and the basic a2–a3
helices of the ASC-PYD and/or the basic a5 helix of the
AIM2-PYD could interact with the acidic a4 of the ASCPYD. Another important consideration is that AIM2 exists in
an auto-inhibited conformation, where the acidic a2 helix of
the PYD binds to the same basic patch on the HIN200
domain that binds DNA, implicating that DNA binding
releases this auto-inhibited state of AIM2. Therefore, PYDs
appear to not only trigger signaling through binding to
adaptor proteins, but are also maintaining an auto-inhibited
AIM2 conformation [73].
Structural differences within ASC-PYD interacting
PYDs determined variations in the PYD–PYD interaction
mechanism, which likely has implication for inflammasome assembly and consequently on innate immune
responses. Although the importance of the PYD in inflammasome assembly is well established, the underlying
molecular assembly mechanism for this ternary inflammasome complex has only been recently delineated,
revealing a unique oligomerization mechanism responsible
for the induced proximity activation of caspase-1.

Molecular mechanism of PYD-mediated inflammasome
formation
Over expression of PYD-containing proteins, in particular
ASC, frequently showed a filamentous and punctate
(speck) distribution within cells, reminiscent to death filaments reported earlier for DDFs. The punctate structures
show a spherical organization with a hollow core,
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indicating that ASC-PYD self oligomerization occurs [74,
75]. It is also well established that interaction of the ASCPYD with the PYD of ALRs and NLRs is required for
inflammasome formation. As indicated above, the hydrophobic core is conserved and is essential for the overall
fold of the PYD, which together with charged residues
contributes to PYD–PYD interactions. In agreement with
this concept, a comprehensive structure function analysis,
utilizing ASC-PYD self polymerization into filaments as a
readout, demonstrated that several conserved hydrophobic
residues (I8, L12, L15, L20, F23, L27, L52, L56, L68, V72,
M76), which are buried within the core and are required for
its stabilization, are also necessary for ASC-PYD polymerization [76]. Furthermore, charged residues within a
helices 2, 3 and 4 (K21, L25, K26, P40, R41, D48 and
D51), which form the opposite charged surface patches, are
required for ASC-PYD self polymerization. Interestingly,
these did not include residues from a helix 1, thus
excluding it from participating in ASC-PYD self polymerization [76]. However, a second study utilizing biochemical binding studies confirmed these residues, but also
revealed that E13 within a helix 1 is necessary for the
interaction [77]. Thus, ASC-PYD self polymerization
requires the positive charged K21 (a2) and R41 (a3) on
one molecule and E13 (a1), D48 (a3–a4 loop) and D51
(a4) on the other molecule (Fig. 5) [77]. Moreover, helices
a1 and a4 are perpendicular to helices a2 and a3, where
the C-terminus of a1 and the N-terminus of a4 of one PYD
are in contact with a2 and a3 of a second PYD and thus,
the PYD homodimer is oriented so that the two binding
motifs of each subunit are capable of engaging in additional interactions, thus explaining multi-protein complexes [77]. Docking studies revealed that ASC-PYDs can
form an a-helical arrangement consisting of three molecules per turn, which can be polymerized into a filamentous
structure, resembling structures observed upon overexpression of the ASC-PYD [77]. This model also predicted that the CARD of ASC is folded away from the PYD
by its flexible linker and will therefore not interfere with
the PYD-mediated ASC polymerization. Recently, ASCPYD polymerization was analyzed from reconstituted inflammasomes in HEK293 cells by cryoelectron microscopy
(EM) at near atomic resolution, which revealed that the
filaments are actually comprised of helical polymers, as
previously proposed [58]. Composite models of the NMR
and EM structures revealed a model of an ASC-PYD filament with a hollow core and inner and outer diameters of
approximately 20 and 90 angstroms, respectively [58].
Three electrostatic interaction modes have been described for DDFs [78]. Type I interaction of DDs, DEDs and
CARDs [13, 71, 79, 80], and type II/III interaction for DDs
[13, 79, 81]. The type I interaction is mediated by a1/a4
helices (type Ia) of one PYD with a2/a3 helices (type Ib)
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from a second PYD, as initially described above. The type
II interaction is mediated by corners of the a4/a5 helices
(type IIa) of one PYD with the corner of the a5/a6 helices
(type IIb) of another PYD. The type III interaction is
mediated by the corner of the a2/a3 helices (type IIIa) of
one PYD with the corner of the a1/a2 helices (type IIIb) of
another PYD. The ASC-PYD filament is comprised of
three-start helical strands with a C3 symmetry with type I
interactions in each of the strands and type II and type III
interactions between the strands (Fig. 5) [58]. Thus,
remarkably, the short a3 helix found in PYDs together with
the long flexible a2–a3 loop participates in all three
interactions and not surprisingly, these regions showed
conformational changes upon polymerization compared to
monomeric ASC-PYD [58]. Mutation of key residues for
each of the three interaction modes abrogated filament
formation, further demonstrating that all three modes of
interaction are required for ASC-PYD polymerization [58].
The key residues required for ASC-PYD polymerization
are conserved in the PYDs of ASC and NLRP3, although the
NLRP3-PYD has a lower positive surface charge, and indeed
there is an overlapping binding surface mediating ASC-PYD
self polymerization and binding to the NLRP3-PYD, as E13,
K21, R41, D48, D51 were also necessary for binding to
NLRP3-PYD [77]. However, based on the presence of two
opposing binding motifs present in each PYD, ASC-PYD
polymerization and interaction with the NLRP3-PYD (or
other PYDs from NLRs and ALRs) are not mutually exclusive, and docking studies predicted a scenario of binding of
an ASC-PYD homodimer with two NLRP3-PYDs [77].
Reconstituted inflammasomes from HEK293 cells were also
used to dissect the ASC-PYD polymerization in the presence
of the NLRP3-PYD and AIM2-PYD by electron microscopy, as these upstream PRRs are necessary to trigger inflammasome assembly. Immunogold labeling revealed that
the AIM2-PYD and NLRP3-PYD localize at one end of the
ASC-PYD-formed filaments and that the ASC-PYD forms
the main part of the filament [58]. This result suggests that
the AIM2-PYD and NLRP3-PYD nucleate polymerization
of the ASC-PYD filaments. NLRP3 and AIM2 oligomerize
upon activation, but their PYDs alone were less potent
than a fragment of the PYD and the NACHT domain of
NLRP3 (NLRP3DLRR) or full length NLRP3 (a ratio of
ASC:NLRP3 of 15:1 showed the greatest effect). The presence of ATP, which causes oligomerization of the NACHT,
further enhanced the polymerization efficiency. Transmission electron microscopy using in vitro reconstituted NLRP1
inflammasomes earlier revealed a pentameric and heptameric NLRP complex upon activation [52]. Similarly,
dsDNA, which is the ligand for AIM2, enhanced the
polymerization efficiency of AIM2. Thus, activation
and subsequent oligomerization of upstream NLRs and
ALRs dramatically increases the nucleation efficiency for
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Fig. 5 The three types of ASC PYD interactions (type I, type II, and
type III) [8, 58, 77, 106]. Negative charge is marked in red, positive
charge is marked in blue, and neutral residues are marked in pink. The
ASC-PYD polymer is comprised of three-start helical strands with C3

symmetry, resulting from type 1 interaction in each of the strands and
type 2 and type 3 interactions between the strands [58, 77]. A model
of the polymer is indicated, showing the interactions in the start
helices on the bottom left [58]

ASC-PYD polymerization. Furthermore, activation of a
limited number of receptor molecules promotes the nucleation of many more ASC molecules, thus dramatically
amplifying the response (Fig. 6a). In fact, one molecule of
NLRP3DLRR could polymerize 1600 ASC-PYD molecules.
A higher molar ratio of NLRP3 was required to achieve the
same level of oligomerization compared to NLRP3DLRR,
likely due to the autoinhibition of NLRP3 by its LRRs [58].
This model can likely be adapted to other ASC-interacting
oligomerized PYDs, such as IFI16, which also forms filaments upon binding dsDNA [82].
Studies with reconstituted inflammasomes in yeast
revealed the mechanism for ASC-PYD polymerization,
which is similar to MAVS-CARD polymerization [83],
since they both functions as a prion. A defining property of
prions is their ability to convert monomeric proteins into
self-perpetuating polymerized forms, which adopt an SDSresistant oligomeric fibrous state [84–86]. Nucleation is
necessary as self-polymerization is prevented by highenergy barrier. Once nucleated, monomeric prions are
energetically less stable and therefore the whole cell has to
either commit to the monomeric or the non-reversible
polymerized prion form. ASC-PYD prion conversion is
nucleated by upstream PYDs, including the NLRP3- and
AIM2-PYDs. Once the prion switch was achieved in yeast,
ASC converted into large particles. Furthermore, polymerized ASC-PYD could induce monomeric ASC into a
self-perpetuating polymer and the prion activity would
explain why macrophages usually contain one large

inflammasome with all ASC present in the aggregated form
[74]. Furthermore, a functional prion domain could replace
the ASC-PYD in biochemical assays for caspase-1 activation, and mutants that prevent ASC polymerization also
prevented its prion activity and failed to activate caspase-1
[83]. Interestingly, ASC prion formation constitutes a gain
of function rather than a loss of function, which is usually
observed for prions. Due to the self-amplification of a
signal, the prion-aggregation mechanism enables a highly
sensitive responsiveness of inflammasome assembly.
Recently, the biological relevance for prion-like ASC
particles was also uncovered. Subsequent to inflammasome
activation polymerized ASC particles are released through
pyroptosis. They are phagocytized by neighboring cells
where they trigger polymerization of endogenous ASC,
which results in inflammasome activation in the absence of
a specific trigger and an upstream sensor [87, 88]. Hence,
these particles act as danger signals, which perpetuate
inflammasome responses [89]. In fact, prion-like ASC
particles have been found in the serum of human Cryopyrinopathy patients, who harbor a constitutive active
NLRP3 inflammasome and suffer from systemic hyperinflammation and in the bronchoalveolar lavage fluid of
patients with Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) and pneumonia [87, 88].
The ASC-PYD is connected by a flexible linker to the
ASC-CARD and analysis of the NMR structure of ASC
together with electron microscopy of ASC-PYD filaments
revealed that the CARD is arranged at the outside of the
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Fig. 6 Model of inflammasome
assembly. NLRP3 or AIM2 (not
shown) nucleate ASC-PYD
polymerization. a The
polymeric assembly of ASC and
caspase-1 and b a cross section
of the polymer has been
modified from Lu and
colleagues [58]. c An alternative
model, observed in
macrophages after Salmonella
infection, modified from Man
and colleagues [92]. In this
model, the sensors are
composed of a complex of
NLRP3 and NLRC4 (not
shown)

filaments, thus making it easily accessible for pro-caspase-1
[40, 58]. This was confirmed by reconstitution of the ternary
complex and further revealed that this complex is star
shaped, with a shorter ASC filament than that observed for
the ASC-PYD. However, these ASC filaments acted as
activation platforms for pro-caspase-1 and were able to
nucleate branched filaments of pro-caspase-1 through their
CARDs (Fig. 6b) [58]. Similar to NLR- and ALR-mediated
nucleation of PYD filaments, ASC was able to nucleate procaspase-1 at sub-stoichiometric ratios of 1:20, thus amplifying this response even further. The shorter ASC filaments
observed in the ternary complex may be caused by the rapid
nucleation of pro-caspase-1, which could draw all ASC in a
complex with pro-caspase-1 [58]. As pro-caspase-1 is activated by induced proximity and trans processing upon
dimerization, such pro-caspase-1 filaments provide the
platform for its efficient self-activation [90]. This sequential
amplification was also observed in MSU-activated macrophages. MSU initiates the assembly of the NLRP3 inflammasome and quantitative immunoblot analysis of this
complex also revealed an ASC to caspase-1 ratio of at least
1:3.5 [58]. Purification of this complex revealed filamentous
as well as barn of yarn-like globular structures of about 2 lm
in diameter. These globular structures are reminiscent to the
punctate aggregates formed after inflammasome activation
in macrophages and present a hollow core [74, 75, 91]. This
may be a consequence of shorter endogenous caspase-1 filaments, rather than the long filaments caused by over

expression of caspase-1, which may therefore preferentially
assemble punctate structures. Furthermore, co-factors and
other inflammasome-associated proteins expressed in macrophages as well as posttranslational modification of
endogenous inflammasome components may further promote the punctate structures. Imaging of endogenous inflammasome components in macrophages showed that all
three components of this ternary complex localize to these
aggregates upon inflammasome activation, which are usually present as a single punctate structure, referred to as speck
or pyroptosome [74, 91]. These aggregates, rather than
elongated filaments have now been shown for various inflammasome activating stimuli. Super resolution fluorescence imaging of the Salmonella-induced endogenous
inflammasome structure in macrophages further suggested a
concentric spatial organization, where ASC surrounded a
layer of oligomerized NLRs, with a core containing caspase1 [92]. Oligomerized NLRs act as a nucleation point for ASC
inflammasome formation also in this model. However, rather
than linear ASC polymerization, the consequence is a
spherical structure with a core of caspase-1, implying an
inverted structure (Fig. 6c). The difference in these structures likely results from the over expressed ternary complex
forming filaments or spherical higher order structures, while
the endogenous native complex assembles into spheres. This
study further proposed a highly dynamic and more complex
protein platform, which also contained caspase-8 in the core
and the NLR layer was composed of distinct NLRP3 and
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NLRC4 layers, which are both involved in sensing Salmonella [92]. Thus, the localization of caspase-1 to the core in
Salmonella-induced inflammasome structures may be due to
its proximity to the inner layer composed of NLRC4, which
can directly bind to caspase-1 through CARD–CARD
interactions.
Although, this mechanism has been shown for AIM2 and
NLRP3, not all NLRPs contain the critical residues that
mediate the interaction of the NLRP3-PYD with the ASCPYD, and they also vary in the distribution of positively and
negatively charged surface patches. The charged patches
within the PYDs of NLRP7, NLRP10 and NLRP12 are in
similar locations than in NLRP3 and AIM2, but are less
prominent and in NLRP7 and NLRP12 the positively charged
cluster is interrupted by a hydrophobic patch. The NLRP1PYD has a different structure than most NLRPs as it lacks the
a3 helix, and consequently has an electrostatic surface that is
considerably different. However, it still interacts with ASC
[14]. Similarly, NLRP7 forms an inflammasome with ASC,
suggesting a certain level of flexibility for PYD–PYD interactions [59]. Such a variation is further supported by the
proposed binding mode of the NLRP14-PYD, which generates a novel binding surface upon dimerization [48].

Regulation of PYRIN domain interactions
The PYD is essential for inflammasome assembly following
activation of NLRP3 and other PYD-containing PRRs and
disassembly of this ternary signalling complex is required
for resolution of these responses. Besides inflammasomeactivating PYD containing proteins, humans also encode a
family of PYD-only proteins (POPs), which are also referred
to as PYD containing (PYDC) [21, 93, 94]. POPs are small,
10–13 kDa proteins encoded in humans, which entirely
consist of a single PYD and specifically bind to other PYD
proteins to interfere with essential PYD–PYD interactions.
Phylogenetic tree analysis highlights the presence of a POP
for each of the major human PYD branches, while these
proteins are absent from mice, emphasizing species differences in the mechanism for regulating PYD-formed protein
complexes (Fig. 7). Moreover, differential splicing contributes to the expression of proteins with essentially only a
PYD, which provides yet another layer of regulation [95].
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similar to the PYD of ASC and presents 64 % sequence
identity. As expected from this high degree of sequence
similarity, POP1 follows the typical structure of a PYD and
shows almost identical electrostatic surface patches as the
ASC-PYD [43]. Similar to the ASC-PYD, the electrostatic
potential surface patches are divided into two sub-patches by
intermediate hydrophobic amino acid residues (Fig. 3) [96].
POP1 also contains the extended loop between the a2 and a3
helices, but this loop and the a3 helix revealed a greater
degree of disorder than the other helices [43]. A separate
study obtained a structure that differed markedly within the
a2–a4 region, where the a2 and a4 helices displayed differences in orientation with an unstructured a3, reminiscent
of the NLRP1-PYD [97, 98]. However, in consideration of
the high sequence identity of POP1 to the ASC-PYD and its
origination from ASC by exon duplication [21], this structure
is less likely [43]. Based on the high structural similarity of
POP1 with the ASC-PYD, they should interact with each
other, similar to ASC-PYD oligomers [21]. The positive
surface formed by the a2 and a3 helices of POP1 is predicted
to interact with the negative surface formed by the a1 and a4
helices of the ASC-PYD. Mutagenesis experiments confirmed that the negatively charged residues of the ASC-PYD
(D6, E13, D48, D54) and the positively charged residues of
POP1 (K21, R41) are essential for this interaction [96]. In
addition, the negative surface on POP1 interacts with the
positive surface of the ASC-PYD, similar to the self polymerization of ASC-PYD [77]. The interaction between
POP1 and ASC-PYD resembles a type I binding mode,
similar to ASC self-association and the ASC-NLRP3-PYD
interaction (Fig. 8). Site directed mutagenesis of these residues abolished the interaction between POP1 and ASC PYD
[77, 96]. Thus, POP1 binding and ASC self-association may
be competitive, suggesting that POP1 may block the polymerization of the ASC-PYD (Fig. 9a). The five charged
residues critical for the interaction between the ASC-PYD
and POP1 are also conserved in the NLRP3-PYD. Hence, it is
possible that POP1 also binds to the NLRP3-PYD via a
similar interaction mode, which may affect the nucleation of
ASC-PYD polymerization (Fig. 9b). However, in vitro
POP1 enhanced inflammasome activity, which may be a
consequence of participating in ASC-PYD polymers, since
opposing negative and positive surface interaction motifs
can be utilized [21]. Also, POP1 inhibited NF-jB activity by
interacting with IKKa and IKKb [21].

POP1
POP2
The first PYRIN-only protein, POP1, was discovered in silico due to its high identity (64 %) with the ASC-PYD [21].
POP1 encodes only a PYD and is predicted to function as a
negative regulator, which however, has not yet been demonstrated. The POP1 gene is located in close proximity to
ASC and likely originated by exon duplication. It is highly
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The second POP, POP2, was discovered by two independent groups [99, 100]. POP2 is a single exon gene and
encodes a 97 amino acid PYD with high similarity to the
PYDs of NLRP2 and NLRP7 [99]. Also POP2 affects NFjB and the inflammasome, the latter by binding to ASC,
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Fig. 7 Phylogenetic tree analysis of a human and b mouse PYDs,
showing POPs for each of the major PYD cluster in humans and lack
of these proteins in mice. PYDs linked to inflammasome activation
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are highlighted in green and the POPs in red. Method: neighbor
joining; best tree; tie breaking = systematic distance: uncorrected
(‘‘p’’), Gaps distributed proportionally

Fig. 8 Type I interaction between two ASC-PYDs, ASC-PYD—POP1 and ASC-PYD—NLRP3-PYD, showing the overlapping interaction
motif as identified by mutagenesis [77, 96]

reminiscent of POP1 [99, 100]. While the inhibition of NFjB occurs by a mechanism that is independent of ASC,
POP2 prevents the binding of ASC to the NLRP3-PYD and
NLRP1-PYD [99, 101]. Although the POP2 structure is not
solved, the a1 helix was necessary and sufficient to inhibit
NF-jB activation and diminished inflammasome assembly
[101]. The interaction of POP2 with the ASC-PYD and
inflammasome inhibition depended on three acidic residues
(E6, D8, E16). However, these residues did not affect the

NF-jB inhibitory function of POP2. Hence, the function of
the a1 helix in inflammasome and NF-jB inhibition are
mechanistically uncoupled [101].
POP3
Also POP3 is a single exon gene. It is located in the HIN200 gene cluster between IFI16 and PYHIN1, which also
encodes AIM2 and MNDA [102]. POP3 is the largest of the
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Fig. 9 Proposed mechanism for the function of POPs, which either
may bind to a the ASC-PYD, as demonstrated for POP1 and POP2
[21, 99, 101], or to b the PYD of upstream sensors, as shown for
POP2 and POP3 [99, 102]

three POPs and contains a PYD with five a-helices instead
of six predicted a-helices. POP3 is most identical to the
PYD of AIM2 as well as other members of the HIN-200
family, and shares the unique sequence motifs found in
HIN-200 PYDs (Fig. 4) [102]. Consequently, POP3 binds
to the PYDs of AIM2 and IFI16 and prevents their interaction with ASC. However, unlike POP1 and POP2, POP3
does not interact with the ASC-PYD [102]. Thus, it inhibits
ALR inflammasomes by binding to the sensor, rather than
the adaptor (Fig. 9b). POP3 is so far also the only POP for
which an inflammasome inhibitory role has been demonstrated on an endogenous level and in vivo [102].
POP4
Recently, a fourth POP, POP4, has been predicted, which is
encoded by the pseudogene NLRP2P and shares 80 %
identity with POP2 [103]. Although the a1 helix of POP4 is
highly similar to the one in POP2, it lacks the acidic residues at positions 6 and 16 that are present in POP2, which
prevents POP4 from binding to ASC and inhibiting inflammasomes [103]. However, it retained its inhibitory
effect on NF-jB activation. POP4 is significantly shorter
than other POPs and with only 45 amino acids, it contains
only the a1 and a2 helices and thus, is unlikely to adopt the
characteristic PYD fold. Structural studies will be required
to investigate if this truncated protein can adopt a partial
PYD fold.

Molecular mechanism for inflammatory disease
As discussed above, the NLRP1-PYD displays an
unstructured flexible loop replacing the a3 helix found in
other PYDs and DDFs [41]. Familial Mediterranean fever
(FMF) is the prototypical autoinflammatory disease and is
caused by hereditary mutations in Pyrin [38, 39]. One of
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these mutations, R42W, is found inside the PYD and this
residue corresponds to A43 in the NLRP1-PYD and is
located within the flexible loop that normally forms the a3
helix. This residue correlates to residue R41 in ASC and
R41W mutation results in deficient ASC-PYD filament
formation, consistently with the notion that the a3 helix is
involved in all three PYD interaction types [76]. Similarly,
a single point mutation inside the Fas-DD, V238N, results
in the hyperproliferative mutation (Faslpr). V238 is located
in the linker connecting the a2–a3 helices and is required
for stabilizing the a3 helix through hydrophobic interactions. Hence, mutation of V238 N caused the unfolding of
the a3 helix and the loss of FADD binding [104].
The subsequent defect in apoptosis of this mutation
caused systemic autoimmune disease in mice [105]. Thus,
mutations that abrogate or alter PYD–PYD interactions
likely cause excessive or impaired responses and are linked
to human disease, further emphasizing the importance of
well balanced PYD signaling for the maintenance of
homeostasis.

Future perspectives
Although the PYD and inflammasomes have been identified more than a decade ago, the molecular mechanism
responsible for the PYD-mediated formation of high
molecular inflammasome complexes has only recently
been elucidated, and provided evidence for a unique prionlike polymerization mechanism for inflammasome assembly. These data support a model where NLRs and ALRs are
responsible for the initial nucleation of ASC, but the actual
activation of caspase-1 is then mediated by oligomerized
ASC. However, alternative models have also been proposed. Self-oligomerization of the ASC-PYD may rather
act to prevent interaction with upstream PRRs and thereby
inhibit inflammasome activity [88]. The models of filamentous inflammasome assembly are based on over
expression studies and therefore more in depth studies are
needed to consolidate these findings with the spherical
inflammasomes (‘‘specks’’) observed on endogenous level
in macrophages, similar to the structures induced by Salmonella. The hypothesis that such spheres indeed represent
higher order—or more organized filamentous structures is a
possible explanation, but additional endogenous inflammasomes will need to be imaged. Furthermore, accessory
proteins present in endogenous inflammasomes, may affect
the overall structure. Co-crystal structures of ASC with
NLRs or ALRs or of ternary complexes with caspase-1 will
ultimately be necessary to support and refine current
models of inflammasome assembly. In addition quantitative co-purification of endogenous inflammasome proteins
is required to solve the underlying stoichiometry. Such
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studies will also provide insights into the mechanism by
which POPs can inhibit this PYD-driven process. Lastly,
although inflammasome assembly is the best understood
process for the PYD, not all PYD containing proteins are
involved in inflammasome formation, but have been linked
to signaling affecting NF-jB, type I interferons, autophagy
and apoptosis. However, the precise role of homotypic and
potentially heterotypic PYD interactions in these processes,
including any prion-like PYD polymerization, is largely
unknown.
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